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Announcements

• Presentations are not on the assigned reading

• We all read it; no need to see a detailed talk on it
• Pick from the optional reading, or email me to 

suggest another paper

• Paper reviews are not paper summaries

• Keep your review to two short criticisms / 
comments which demonstrate that you read the 
paper



Layered Naming Arch.

“All problems in computer science 
can be solved by another level of 
indirection.”

– Butler Lampson

so...

What two problems is 
this paper solving?



One: Services tied to hosts

• Today: application trying to access a service binds to 
an IP address

• Ties service to particular end-host
• When is this inconvenient?

• This coupling is unnecessary: application cares only 
about identifying the service it wants

• Solution: Name maps to service identifier (SID), 
independent of machine hosting service



Two: Hosts tied to location

• Today: transport layer trying to reach a host binds to 
an IP address

• Ties connection to physical location of end-host, 
and even to one interface to access that host

• When is this inconvenient

• This coupling is unnecessary: transport layer cares 
only about identifying the host to send to

• Solution: SID maps to endpoint identifier (EID), 
independent of host’s location in network



Architecture picture
protection against denial-of-service attacks, as discussed in Sec-

tion 3.2.

2.4 Sequences of Destinations
In traditional IP routing, the routing protocol is responsible for

choosing the packet’s path through the network. However, there

have been many source routing proposals in which sources are

given the power to specify the path or, in the case of loose source

routing, a few points along the path. We believe that this ability

should be available not just at the routing layer (which is not our

concern here) but also at the endpoint and service layers.

More specifically, the abstraction of sending to a destination

should be generalized to allow sources to indicate that their pack-

ets should traverse a series of endpoints (specified by a sequence

of EIDs) or that their communications, the granularity of which we

address later, traverse a series of services (specified by a sequence

of SIDs). Such abstractions would generalize the notion of a desti-

nation to a sequence of destinations. Note that since these various

destinations are not specified at the IP layer, but rather at the end-

point and service layers, these intermediate points do not merely

forward the packets but may act on them in non-trivial ways.

Combining this sentiment with Principle #3 suggests that end-

points and services should be able to have their names resolve not

just to a single location but more generally to a sequence of iden-

tifiers (either IP addresses or EIDs). In this way, both senders and

receivers could loosely dictate the paths of packets sent from them

or destined for them. This idea is captured in our fourth, and final,

design principle.

Principle #4: Destinations, as specified by sources and

also by the resolution of SIDs and EIDs, should be

generalizable to sequences of destinations.

3. ARCHITECTURE
We should first note that our belief in the general principles

above is deeper than our conviction about any of the architectural

details that follow. The description below is intended to illustrate

how to achieve the benefits that flow from these principles, but one

should view this architecture merely as an existence proof that the

general principles can be realized, not as their definitive embodi-

ment. In fact, many of the details here arose during an implemen-

tation effort, described in [60].

The four general principles led us to claim that (1) two additional

sets of names (SIDs and EIDs) should exist, (2) these names should

be flat, (3) the architecture should support delegation as a basic

primitive, and (4) destinations, whether specified by the source or

receiver, can, in fact, be sequences of destinations. In this section,

we present an architecture that results from these claims, first fo-

cusing on the consequences of SIDs and EIDs (Section 3.1), then on

delegation (Section 3.2). We defer discussing the consequences of

flat names to Section 4, and we incorporate the notion of sequences

in our description of delegation. In the process of describing the

architecture, we note how it yields the three benefits stated in Sec-

tion 1, namely making services and data first-class objects, support

for mobility, and graceful incorporation of intermediaries.

3.1 EIDs and SIDs
We start by describing how this architecture works in the basic

case. The discussion of intermediaries in Section 3.2 will compli-

cate the story. Although we will refer to SIDs and EIDs throughout

Section 3, not every application will require both SIDs and EIDs.

The two mechanisms are logically distinct and need not be coupled.

user-level descriptor (ULD) lookup
(e.g., e-mail address, search string, etc.)

SID resolution

App obtains SIDs corresponding to ULD 

using a lookup or search service

EID resolution

App’s session protocol (e.g., HTTP) resolves 

SID to EIDs using SID resolution service

IP address “resolution” (routing)

Transport protocol resolves EID to 

IP addresses using EID resolution service

Figure 2: The naming layers.

Principle #1 led us to claim that applications should bind to SIDs

and transport protocols should bind to EIDs. Thus, applications

must use a layer between them and transport that resolves SIDs to

EIDs, and similarly, transport protocols must use a layer between

them and IP that translates between EIDs and IP addresses. We will

call the layers resolution layers, though they do more than simply

resolve identifiers. These layers could be separate libraries or soft-

ware that is part of the application or transport protocol. The reso-

lution layers result in the naming architecture depicted in Figure 2.

We now give more details on how these resolution layers are used,

focusing on how they fit into the overall architecture. We defer the

mechanics of resolution to Section 4.

In what follows, we assume that humans and the applications

under their control have already used an auxiliary mapping service

(e.g., a search engine) to map a user-level descriptor (e.g., a search

query) to an SID. As a result, we will not discuss user-level

descriptors and will instead assume that applications have in hand

an SID representing a service or data.

SID resolution: Consider an SID-aware application, a, run-
ning on a given host, h, and say that a wishes to gain access

to a service or data represented by an SID s. The application

hands s to the SID resolution layer, which contacts the resolution
infrastructure (one realization of which is described in Section 4)

and is handed back one or more (EID,transport,port)6 triples,

where each triple represents an instance of the desired service.

Following the approach in [59], if the SID abstracts a data item, not

just a service, then the SID resolution layer would also receive, for

each triple, an application directive. For example, if s represented
a Web server, then the triple returned might be (EID of the Web

server, TCP, port 80). If s represented a Web page, not just a Web
server, then a pathname on the Web server might also be returned.

The functions we next describe might be abstracted by an

application-independent library. However, since the library would

be under a’s control, and since some applications might want
different behavior and thus elect not to use the library, we will

describe the actions as performed by a, not by the library. Given

6Since EIDs are not required, the triple could be (id,transport,port),
where id is another host identifier, such as a DNS name or an IP
address. However, as we have noted, such usage would not cope
with host mobility.



• Goal: persistence

• So, name shouldn’t encode unnecessary information

• e.g., organizational affiliation might change

• Solution: flat names: just a string of bits

What’s in a name?

~ Shakespeare Approves ~

“What's in a name? That which we call a rose
By any other name would smell as sweet.”

– Juliet



Self-certifiable flat names

• If name is a public key or secure hash of a public key, 
source can verify identity of remote party

• Alice gives Bob a link to SID x
• Bob contacts x, begins conversing with party P
• Bob challenges P: “prove you have private key 

associated with public key x”
• If successful, Bob knows P is party Alice meant to 

contact (assuming private key not compromised)

• DNS solution: P sends public key x; trusted 3rd party 
certifies binding between x and high-level name





Resolving flat names

• Challenge: scalability

• flat means not hierarchical
• hierarchy is what helps DNS scale

• One solution: distributed hash tables

• Distributes hash table functionality (e.g., SID to 
EID mapping) across arbitrarily large 

• We’ll see how DHTs work on Nov 2



Implications of decoupling

• Human-readable user-level descriptor (ULD) 
decoupled from service ID (SID)

• One implication: can accommodate many ULD 
resolution services

• A possible extreme case: everyone is their own ULD 
resolution service

• i.e., ULDs have local meaning only



Personal names [Ford ’06]

• Each person uses 
names that have 
meaning to them

• One name may map to 
different objects 
depending on who is 
resolving the name

• One object may have 
many personal names 
associated with it

Figure 2: Example Personal Device Scenario

Figure 3: Groups and Ownership

themselves and other friends sharing this interest. To en-

able members of the club to find each other easily and

share photos among their personal devices, Bob uses his

laptop to create a shared group named PhotoClub in

his personal namespace. On creation, the shared group’s

only member is Bob himself. To add Alice to the group,

Bob drags the name Alice from his personal group into

PhotoClub, copying his name binding for Alice into

the shared group and making her the second member.

Bob can similarly add other friends to PhotoClub, and

these names automatically appear in Alice’s view of the

group the devices gossip the changes.

Although Alice can now refer to the new group as

PhotoClub.Bob, she might like this group to appear

directly in her own personal group instead of naming it

relative to Bob. Alice drags the PhotoClub name from

Bob’s personal group into her own, giving herself a copy

of the name leading to the same shared group. She can

now refer to group members using the same names that

Bob uses, such as Charlie.PhotoClub.

2.7 Group Ownership

One or more members of a UIA group may be designated

as owners, or members allowed to modify the group. As

Figure 3 illustrates, Bob’s devices laptop, phone, and

cell are owners of his personal group by default, al-

lowing Bob to edit his personal group using any of his

devices. The names Alice and PhotoClub are not

owners, so Alice and members of PhotoClub can only

browse and resolve names in Bob’s namespace.

Groups can own other groups. When Bob creates his

shared PhotoClub group, UIA automatically includes

a name Bob in the new group that gives Bob’s personal

group ownership of the new group. After adding Alice to

the group, Bob can give her co-ownership by clicking the

owner flag by her name in the group listing, enabling her

to add or remove other members herself. Ownership is

transitive: Bob can modify PhotoClub using his laptop

because Bob’s laptop is an owner of Bob’s personal group

and Bob’s personal group is an owner of PhotoClub.



Creating personal names

• Personal group: consistent names across devices

• Challenge: must keep view of group consistent 
across sporadically-connected devices

• Challenge: what happens if you lose your phone?

Figure 1: Bob and Alice introduce their devices

remotely access his home phone from his laptop over the

Internet (e.g., to check his voice messages), still using

the name phone. UIA uses cryptography to guarantee

that an adversary cannot impersonate the device Bob calls

phone, and cannot eavesdrop on his communication.

2.3 User Names and Social Networking

With the second form of introduction, users link their

personal groups together and assign user names to each

other, but retain exclusive control over their respective

personal groups. In the example scenario, Bob pur-

chases a new WiFi-enabled cell phone at Time 3 and

meets Alice at a cafe before he has merged his cell phone

with his other devices. Bob finds Alice’s iPod using

his cell phone’s local rendezvous tool and selects “Intro-

duce as a new contact” (see Figure 1), and Alice does

likewise. Bob’s phone suggests Alice’s self-chosen user

name Alice, but Bob can override this default (e.g., to

Alice-Smith or Alice-from-OSDI) if he already

knows another Alice.

Bob and Alice can now refer to each others’ devices

by combining device names with user names in DNS-like

dotted notation. If Alice runs a web server on her home

PC, named PC in Alice’s personal namespace, then Bob

can connect to Alice’s server by typing PC.Alice into

his laptop’s web browser, exactly as he would use a global

DNS name like usenix.org.

If Alice’s personal web server is UIA-aware, she can

use her name Bob in the server’s access control lists so

that only Bob’s personal devices may browse certain pri-

vate areas. UIA authenticates clients so that no one can

impersonate Bob’s devices to gain access to these areas.

2.4 Transitive Merging and Gossip

Bob now returns home and merges his cell phone with his

home phone, as shown at Time 4 in Figure 2. Bob’s home

phone in turn gossips the cell phone’s group membership

to Bob’s laptop, so the laptop and cell phone can name

each other without him having to merge them explicitly.

Alice’s devices similarly gossip her new link named Bob

and learn about Bob’s three devices, after which she can,

for example, refer to Bob’s laptop as laptop.Bob.

Users can access or edit their personal groups from any

of their devices while other devices are unreachable. If

Bob and Alice are on a bus together and disconnected

from the Internet, Alice can still reach Bob’s laptop from

her iPod via her name laptop.Bob, even if they have

left their other devices at home. Bob and Alice can con-

tinue adding names for contacts they meet on the bus, and

their other devices learn the new names via gossip later

when they re-connect.

2.5 Resolving Conflicts

Unfortunately, both of Bob’s phones happened to have

identical default names of phone, resulting in their

names conflicting in his newly merged namespace. UIA

notifies Bob of the conflict, and he can continue using

the non-conflicting name laptop, but must resolve the

conflict before the name phone will work again. Bob

resolves the conflict on his cell phone at Time 5, by re-

naming it cell while leaving the home phone with the

name phone. Bob’s other devices learn the resolved

name bindings via gossip, as do Alice’s devices, so Alice

now sees Bob’s phones as phone.Bob and cell.Bob.

If Bob makes conflicting namespace changes on two

of his devices while they are partitioned from each other,

UIA detects the conflict once the devices reconnect. Bob

can continue using other non-conflicting names in the

same group while conflicts exist, and he can resolve such

conflicts at leisure on any of his devices.

2.6 Shared Groups

In addition to personal groups, users can create shared

groups to help organize and share their personal names.

Bob and Alice discover at Time 6 that they share an in-

terest in photography, and decide to start a photo club for



Connecting personal devices

• Want to refer to and connect to my phone, laptop, 
camera, from anywhere

• Why is this not possible today?

• Solution:

• Name bound to persistent self-certifying flat EID
• Overlay network connects devices, preferring 

social links as neighbors in overlay

• Challenge:

• Overlay network has no regular structure
• How do we locate EIDs in the overlay?



Routing in the overlay

• One solution: token-based flooding

• Basic problem: routing on flat names. See October 5 
discussion!

skewed: the median is only 7, but the most popular user

has over 1,000.

Our simulator takes as input a percent stable parame-

ter and randomly chooses that percent of the devices to

be stable and publicly accessible. All other devices the

simulator considers to be mobile and inaccessible except

through some stable device, as if behind a NAT. We as-

sume that all devices agree as to which devices are stable.

Each device chooses 16 peers and allows at most 64

devices to choose it, to limit each device’s overlay main-

tenance cost in a real network. Devices choose peers in

order of friendship distance. A device can only choose a

given target as a peer if the target does not already have

64 peers, or if the new device is closer than one of the

target’s existing peers, in which case the target discards a

random peer at higher friendship distance. Since we do

not yet have traces with which to simulate the network’s

evolution, the simulated devices choose peers in random

order, iterating until the network reaches a fixed point.

The simulator then performs token-limited location re-

quests on the resulting overlay between 10,000 random

pairs at friendship distances 1, 2, and 3. Each lookup

starts with 16 tokens, and doubles after each failure, up

to a maximum of 256 tokens. The simulator records the

percentage of requests that succeed after a given number

of rounds and the total number of messages sent.

7.2 Location Success Rate

An important performance metric for the location algo-

rithm is the number of tokens needed to locate a target

device successfully. Using more tokens increases the

chance of success (assuming that the overlay is in fact

connected), but also increases the cost of concluding that

an unreachable device is offline. Figure 8 shows the suc-

cess rate measured in the simulation for locating devices

at friendship distance 1. Using 256 tokens, the location

algorithm achieves greater than a 99.5% success rate for

10% or more stable devices. Using 64 tokens the algo-

rithm achieves 97.5% success for 10% or more stable de-

vices. The vast majority of requests—80% of requests

at 10% or more stable devices—succeed within the first

inexpensive round of 16 tokens.

At the far left of the graph where few stable devices

are available, the success rate drops off because each sta-

ble device can only support 64 peers, and there are not

enough stable devices for each mobile device to choose

a full 16 peers, or in some cases any. As the percentage

of stable devices increases, a linearly increasing number

of location requests are to stable devices that can be con-

tacted directly without flooding, thus requiring no tokens.

We also measured the success rates for locating de-

vices at friendship distances of 2 and 3, though we omit

these graphs for space reasons. The results for distance

2 are almost as good as for distance 1, presumably be-
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cause two devices at friendship distance 2 are likely to

peer with some common stable device at distance 1 from

each of them. Success rate drops considerably at distance

3, however, achieving only 50% success with 256 tokens

in networks of 40% or more stable devices, for example.

7.3 Messages Sent

The lower line in Figure 9 shows the total number of

messages sent during successful token-limited lookup re-

quests for devices at friendship distance 1. A request’s

message count is ultimately bounded by its token count,

but is often much less because successful lookups usually

do not require all available tokens.

At the left edge of the graph, there are not enough sta-

ble devices for every mobile device to have a peer, so few

requests succeed. Those that do succeed do so cheaply,

however, because all of the connected mobile devices

have clustered around the same few stable devices. The

message count peaks near the point where the number of

stable devices becomes barely sufficient to serve all of

the mobile devices, so the requests usually succeed but

only after contacting many devices. As the number of

stable devices increases further, more requests complete

without flooding at all, since stable targets are reachable

directly at their last known IP addresses.

To contrast UIA’s token-limited scheme with flood-

ing limited by hop count [6], the upper line in the fig-



Take-away: 2 primitives

• Separation of identity and location

• Conflated in current Internet
• e.g., apps need itentity but must bind to location

• Self-certifying names

• One use of flat names that is enabled by locator/
identifier separation


